Abstract. We develop a new technique for planar polygonal chain simplification based on a digital geometry object: the digital line. We first survey most of the different types of approximation algorithms which minimize the number of output vertices. We present their main qualities and their inherent drawbacks. Then we introduce our approximation method and improve it in order to obtain all the advantages of the existing methods. Moreover we pay a special attention to the development and the data structures to ensure an O(n log n) time and O(n) space complexity.
Introduction
Polygonal chains are often used to represent objects boundaries in cartography, in computer graphics or in pattern recognition. Approximating a polygonal curve by a coarser one is a fundamental and important problem, that has been studied by many disciplines such as geographic information systems (G.I.S.), digital image analysis and computational geometry. Computation of an approximation is always linked to efficiency need and to topology preservation. A goal can consist in minimizing the number of vertices used in the approximation according to some specified criterion. Another aim can be an efficient computation for a large amount of vertices. More recently, the need of topological properties preservation of the input data has appeared. In Section 2, we survey the main methods of polygonal approximation. We specify their error criterion, the used metrics and the obtained complexities. The aim is to have a complete list of the existing techniques, their capabilities and their limits. In Section 3, we present a new error criterion based on a discrete geometry object which offers multiple advantages. In Section 4, we set up the corresponding algorithm and present all the required data structures used to maintain an O(n log n) time and O(n) space complexity. In Section 5, we improve our previous technique to obtain a method that can compete with any other algorithms while maintaining the same complexity.
polygonal chain that describes an approximation of C. All approximations respect an error tolerance defined by > 0. A well known problem is the min-# problem that computes an approximation with the minimum number of sides. We classify all the min-# algorithms according to whether approximation vertices are a subset of the input vertices or not. We focus on error criteria and their associated metric relative to each method. Most of these methods were introduced and discussed by Imai and Iri. In [II88] they present a unified approach to polygonal chain approximation that plays the role of starting point for future algorithms. After this, we will present the Douglas-Peucker method which is the most famous heuristic in cartography.
Output vertices in the neighborhood of input vertices
This approximation was described in [II88] for piecewise linear function. The input polygonal line is strictly monotone in respect to x-axis and can be considered as a function denoted f (x). Another piecewise linear functionf is said to approximate f with an error bound if the x-coordinates of the two endpoints of the polygonal line y =f (x) coincide with those of f and if |f (x) − f (x)| ≤ for any x. A polygon P ( ) is obtained by sliding C vertically by epsilon both upwards and downwards, see Figure 2 . We note q 1 , . . . , q n (resp. p 1 , . . . , p n ) the upper (resp. lower) boundary of this polygon.
The Imai Iri approach They demonstrate that the best polygonal approximation can be found by using the concept of weak-visibility from an edge inside a simple polygon and by repeatedly solving the edge-visibility problem. A point p in P is said to be visible from an edge e in relation to P if there exists a point q on e such that segment pq is in P . Therefore, an edge e of P is said to be visible from e if there is a point on e visible from e. The visibility polygon VP P (e) associated to edge e is the polygon made of points of P that are visible from e in relation to P (see Fig. 1 ). P \VP P (e) are polygons invisible from e. If q n p n is not visible from e , there exists an invisible polygon IP P (e) which contains q n p n . The common edge between VP P (e) and IP P (e) is called the window from e to q n p n . We can now describe their algorithm using this concept (see Fig. 2 ):
1 − P 1 = P ( ), w 1 = p 1 q 1 , i = 1 2 − while p n q n is not visible from w i do { w i+1 = window(w i , p n q n ), P i+1 = IP Pi (w i ), r i = w i w i+1 , i = i + 1 } 3 − m = i + 1, find r m on p n q n that is visible from w m−1
(1) Lemma 1. The polygonal chain r 1 , . . . , r m is optimal for the min-# problem.
Proof: Let Q i denote VP Pi (e i ). This set of polygons is a partition of P ( ). If there exists a better polygonal chain with k < m points, two consecutive points r k , r k+1 of this chain must be located in Q v and Q v+2 . This also implies that r k+1 is not visible from r k and that this chain is not inside P ( ).
windows(e, qnpn) qn P \VP P (e) e P VP P (e) IP P (e) pn Other methods Hakimi and Schmeichel in [HS91] gave another O(n) algorithm under the uniform metric using an iterative alteration that decreases the number of the chain corners. This method and Imai and Iri algorithm are linear because they use a monotone chain as input. Nevertheless, in the general case the complexity is O(n log n). Another approach is suggested by Guibas et al. [GHMS93] . If we convolve the input chain S with a shape, we can define a homotopy class of curves than can be deformed to S without leaving the fattened region. They cite existing linear algorithms developed by Suri [Sur86] and Hershberger, Snoeyink [HeS91] that compute a minimum links chain which is homotopic to the input line.
Generalizing this approach, Guibas et al. also study the ordered stabbing problem in [GHMS93] : they compute a polygonal chain that "visits" an ordered list of disks (having a radius equal to ) centered at vertices of the input chain. For such problem, they give O(n 2 ) and O(n 2 log n) algorithms (depending on the chosen visiting strategy) based on dynamic programming. Then, they propose a linear time method for the special case where all discs are disjoint.
Another recent problem, extending the work of [GHMS93] , is the line simplification using a restricted number of orientations. Maps that describe subway lines, cartographic schemas are often drawn in this way in order to make reading easier, see [Ney99] for a complete description. Under these assumptions, the min-# problem can be solved in O(kn 2 log n) time and O(kn 2 ) space, where k denotes the minimum number of segments.
Methods that select vertices in the input chain
We consider the problem of approximating a polygonal chain C by another polygonal chain C whose vertices are constrained to be a subset of the set of vertices of C. Imai and Iri [II88] gave a definition of the approximation of a general polygonal curve and present different error criteria (see Figure 3) [II88] present a unified approach for this class of problems by formulating them in terms of graph theory. Let > 0 be a given error bound. We define an unweighted graph G (C) = (V, E ), where V = {p 1 , . . . , p n } and E = {(pi, pj) 1≤i≤j≤n | error(p i p j ) ≤ }. Figure 4 illustrates this definition for an x-monotone chain under the Chebyshev error criterion (uniform metric). Solving the min-# problem consists in finding the shortest path from p 1 to p n in G . Since the graph is acyclic, this path can be found in time proportional to the number of edges. Chebyshev error criterion. We want to constuct a polygonal chain f that satisfies the Chebyshev error criterion:
. . , k) < . Hakimi and Schmeichel [HS91] obtain an O(n 2 ) complexity using a monotone polygone chain as input. Their inner subroutine that computes the graph used the O(n) method of [II86], so in the general case the complexity is O(n 2 log n).
Minimum height criterion. The graph G (C) can be computed under this criterion in O(n 2 log n) time by means of the on-line convex hull algorithms, as shown in [Tou85] . Methods based on the Imai-iri graph construction seem to be constrained to be at least quadratic. Indeed, if is large enough, the graph will have all the Minimum width criterion Relative to this criterion, the min-# problem consists in covering a sequence of points with a minimum number of rectangles of maximum width . Imai and Iri in [II88] propose an algorithm that solves the min-# problem in O(n log n) time by bypassing G (C) computation. The only metric used seems to have been L 2 .
Imai and Iri show that the minimum width of a set of points S is equal to the minimum width of the convex hull of S. They also use the rotating calliper technique developed by Shamos and Toussaint to compute the minimum width of a convex hull of n vertices in O(log n) time (see [HoT88] for a complete description). Then, they notice that the min-# problem under the M.W. criterion has the following nice property:
Proof: We simply remark that the convex hull thickness of points p i , . . . p j is greater than the convex hull thickness of points p k , . . . p l because the second convex is included in the first. Hence, the shortest path on G (C) can be found by a simple greedy algorithm. The corresponding method just adopts a "go-farthest" strategy:
1 − r 1 = c 1 ; i = 1; 2 − i = i + 1; r i = farthest reachable points from r i−1 ; 3 − repeat 2 until r i = c n ;
(2) Proof: Let S denote the subchain p s1 , . . . , p s β of p 1 , . . . , p n computed by this algorithm. If we have a better simplified chain V = p v1 , . . . , p vα , then there exists a segment in V : p va , p va+1 and a segment in S :
. This means that points p s b , . . . , p va+1 are included in a convex hull of thickness less than which contradicts the definition of S.
This algorithm implies the uniqueness of the solution and entails to bypass G (C) computation. We only insert points in the current convex hull and update its thickness. When the last inserted point p i implies a too important thickness, we know that p i−1 is a point of the simplified chain. Then we initialize a new convex hull starting from p i−1 .
Results We summer all the presented complexities in Fig. 6 . n.logn
Fig. 6. List of the determistic methods.
The Douglas-Peucker algorithm
Introduction. One of the oldest and most popular algorithms in cartography is the Douglas-Peucker algorithm [DP73] , a simplification algorithm set up by the G.I.S. community. This heuristical technique recursively computes an approximation according to the M.D. criterion with any of the three metrics.
Cartographers have identified this algorithm as best in mathematical [Mcm86] and perceptual studies [Whi85] . This general method reappears in other fields.
In vision this algorithm has been called Ramer's algorithm and in computational geometry the sandwich algorithm.
Algorithm. This method first approximates a polygonal chain with the segment p 1 p n . If the distance of the farthest vertex from p 1 p n is smaller than the tolerance threshold, this approximation is accepted. Otherwise, p k is kept for the final approximation and we recursively approximate the two polygonal chains p 1 p k and p k p n . See Figure 7 . Complexity. A simple implementation of the algorithm has an O(n 2 ) time complexity. Observing that the farthest vertex is always located on the convex hull, Hershberger and Snoeyink [HeS92] showed that the Douglas-Peucker algorithm can be implemented in O(n log n) time. Extending this study, Hershberger and Snoeyink [HeS97] developed an O(n log * n) expected time method, where log * is the iterated logarithm function. This complexity corresponds to the expected cost corresponding to data usually used in cartography, the authors did not exhibit any worst case and its associated complexity.
Topological inconsistencies. Saafeld [Saa99] examines the keys properties of the Douglas-Peucker algorithm. He focuses on the tree hierarchy property. Indeed, using the Douglas-Peucker recursive method leads us to create a binary tree. Moreover, the construction of a particular branch of the tree is completely independent of what happens in any other branch. This implies that if we have to reduce the tolerance threshold, we only have to pursue the tree construction. Since the algorithm is convergent, we may obtain any desired precision by chosing a small epsilon. Indeed, by taking small enough, we finally obtain the initial curve which can be refined no more. These last two properties lead us to claim that any topological inconsistencies can be removed. If a self-intersection appears between two segments of the approximation or if an object is on the other side of a computed segment, we can refine these segments until the error has vanished. In the worst case, these segments will be replaced by the original vertices and in this case no topological inconsistency may exist. Saafeld only proposes different techniques to detect these inconsistencies, without exhibiting any complexity. He optimizes the detection of "sidedness" inversion for points near from the input chain and he proposes the use of spatial organization tool as quad-trees to select such points.
Other methods
We have given a complete summary of deterministic methods used for the min-# problem. Nevertheless, we can only present one heuristic algorithm. The DouglasPeucker was chosen because it was the most famous method, but above all because its capacities towards topological preoccupations were studied in [Saa99] . Faster heuristics have been developed, but all of these are generally believed to have inferior quality [McM87] . The simplest algorithm called the "n th -point algorithm" consists in sub-sampling the chain by keeping every k th point of the input. This algorithm is extremely fast but yields poor quality approximations.
3 A new approach for the min-# problem 3.1 Discussion of criteria quality M.W., M.H. and P.S. criteria drawback To obtain subquadratic complexity, we can choose the minimum width or M.H. criterion and use the O(n log n) method of Imai and Iri. Nevertheless this method seems to have disappeared from citations. We only discovered some lines which cite its existence. After some discussion with the cartographer community [Kre01] , it seems that the reason comes from an inadequate simplification. If we look at a simplification computed by this technique, (see Fig. 8 ), we notice that selected points can be far away from the original polygonal line (8.a). If we want to avoid such a behavior, we can consider points which are extreme in the rectangles (8.b), but "T" or "Y" shape may appear and disconnect the chain. P.S. criterion entails undesirable behaviors in the same way. This criterion, like M.W., selects segment p i p k if all points (p j ) i≤j≤k are near to the line (p i p k ). Therefore points of the input chain can be far away from the segments of the approximation (8.c). For all these criteria, the commun default is that the final approximation can sometimes not fit the global shape of the input polygonal chain.
(c) (b) (a) Fig. 8 . Inadequate simplification.
Graph methods inconvenience We notice that algorithm based on graph computation suffer from an O(n 2 ) overhead. Only graph compression technique of [AV00] improves this bound to an amortized O(n 4 3 + )-time algorithm. Nevertheless this method hides many O(n log 3 n),O(n log 6 n) subroutines and complex data structures.
Neighbor based methods Although minimum link path methods achieve a linear time bound, these techniques, as their name says, do not compute approximations whose vertices are restricted to be a subset of the vertices of the input chain. This may be annoying when attributes are associated with vertices. Moreover we have to deal with precision considerations in order to represent new vertices (see KS96]). Furthermore, we notice that methods which take care of homotopy considerations suffer from an O(n 2 ) overhead.
Douglas Peucker algorithm
This method is an heuristic and cannot guarantee an approximation with a minimum number of vertices. Nevertheless this method has a quasi-linear running-time: O(n log * n) and can easily be iterated in order to solve topological inconsistencies.
Conclusion
We summer in the next table the advantages of all the previous presented methods. In the next section we propose a new criterion that entails to cumulate advantages of the existing criteria and bypass their main drawbacks.
Introducing a new error criterion
Extending Minimum Height criterion. Imai and Iri solve the min-# problem under the M.H. criterion in quasi-linear time by covering the input chain with rectangles. In the same way, our method covers vertices with another fixed set of shapes. This time, we choose parallelograms which have two vertical (resp. horizontal) sides of length ; these two sides will be called the ends. Moreover, the angle that makes the parallelogram axis with the x-axis (resp. y-axis) is in the range [
. Let P V ( ) (resp. P H ( )) denote this class of shapes, and P HV ( ) their union. We present them in Figure 10 . Thus p i p k is an authorized segment of the approximation iff the subchain (p j ) i≤j≤k is included in an element of P HV ( ) (resp. P + H ) denote the case when the polygonal chain passes through an element of P V ( ) (resp. P H ( )) from the left to the right (resp. from the bottom to the top). Let P − V and P − H denote the cases when the polygonal chain passes through the ends in the reverse order (see Fig. 11 ).
Yes/No
PH ( ) PV ( ) Fig. 10 . Shapes authorized for the approximation. Connection with computer graphics. This family of objects is well known in the Digital Geometry and Computer Graphics communities. It is associated to the most common object in these fields: the digital line (see Fig. 12 ). Reveillès gives its definition in [Rev91] : a set of 8-connected points P in Z 2 is a piece of a digital line if it verifies:
∃(a, b) ∈ Z 2 * , ∃γ ∈ Z, ∀x ∈ P, we have: γ ≤ a.x 1 + b.x 2 < γ + max(|a|, |b|) (3)
From (3), the vertices of a segment drawn on screen exactly correspond to vertices included in a parallelogram of P HV (1) (nevertheless the vertices lying on one large side must be removed). We generalize this definition to R 2 . Thus, if we scale the input polygonal chain by a factor 1 , our technique guarantees to obtain a simplification whose drawn segments are at most one pixel away from the rendering of the scaled chain. The algorithm
Solving the shortest path problem
In order to avoid discontinuities we have to reuse the Imai Iri graph method approach. Nevertheless we cannot afford to determine all the existing edges if we want to bypass a quadratic complexity. Let ζ k i denote the subchain (p j ) i≤j≤k .
Bellman algorithm. This time, we use another technique based on Bellman algorithm to compute the shortest path. The input of this method requires a set of vertices (p i ) 1≤i≤n , an acyclic directed graph with non negative arc-weight and a root p 1 . Let Π(p k ) denote the potential of a vertex p k that corresponds to the weight of the shortest path from p 1 to p k . In this method, the potential of a vertex is computed when all the potentials of its predecessors are known. Let Π l denote the set of vertices of potential equal to l. We obtain the following lemma:
Lemma 3. If we can find each successor of Π l in O(θ(n)) time, we can compute Π l+1 in O(card(Π l+1 ).θ(n)) time and solve the shortest path problem in O(n.θ(n)) time.
Proof: Since all the arc-weights are equal to one and since all points of potentials Π j,j≤l were located, if p k is a successor of a point in Π l then p k is in Π l+1 and we do not have to check other predecessors.
Remark 1. Although the resulting method is simpler than the original Bellman algorithm, we prefer to present it in order to underline the concept of successive potential sets computation.
Thickness preprocessing
The maximal width. For each vertex p i of the polygonal chain we are interested by the furthest reachable point p l,l>i such that the subchain ζ l i is included in a parallelogram of P H (resp. P V ). Let Ω H (i) (resp. Ω V (i)) denote this value. We hereafter separate the cases when P V ( ) or P H ( ) are used and only present the case of P V ( ) without loss of generality. This lemma underlines that if ζ k i is associated to a convex of valid thickness we can deduce the same property for the subchain ζ k i+1 . Thus we do not have to test the n 2 possible convex hulls, but only 2n. We hereafter present the corresponding method.
The dynamic approach To compute the Ω V (.) we use a dynamic hull DH where points are inserted at the end and suppressed at the beginning.
The best general algorithm for dynamic planar convex hull is due to Overmars and van Leeuwen [OL81] . They achieve O(log 2 n) worst-case time for the insertion or deletion of a point for the on-line version. Binary-search queries on the convex hull can be performed in O(log n) time. However, queries whose answer depends only on the whole hull (e.g., reporting the cardinality of the convex hull) are excluded. If desired, one can report the convex hull at any instant in O(h log n) time, where h is the cardinality of the hull. The off-line enhancement of Hershberger and Suri [HeSu96] which leads to O(log n) time per update is not applicable in our case because insertions and deletions must be given in advance. Updates consisting of insertions only [Pr79] and deletions only [HeSu92] can be performed in O(log n). Recently Chan in [Ch01], proposes a new version that offers an O(n log 3 2 n) amortized time complexity relative to updates and queries. To avoid thickness computation, we can transform the previous problem into a linear separability problem. Indeed, if there exists a line between the upper convex border and the lower convex border vertically translated by , we know that the vertical thickness is smaller than . Nevertheless, the corresponding two-dimensional dynamic linear programming problem is solved by geometric duality and reuses previous results.
Thus the overall complexity of this problem is linked to the dynamic planar convex hull problem and to the existence of an optimal O(n log n) bound. Recent results in [Jac02] may reach such complexity.
A simpler approach. In contrast with the previous methods that are quite complex and require advanced and costly data structures, we hereafter present a method based on basic computational geometry techniques which leads to an optimal complexity. Melkman [Mlk87] gives an incremental algorithm that computes the convex hull of a simple polygonal chain p 1 , . . . , p m in O(m) time. A doubly-ended queue (deque) is used to store vertices of the convex hull in counter-clockwise order. The deque can be easily implemented as an array of size 2m. Moreover by adding a history stack that records pushed and poped elements, we can retrieve each previous iterated convex hulls in O(1) time. Using an array representation of the lower and upper convex hull, we can compute the vertical thickness in O(log m) time by a dichotomic search (each step discards half of one of the two lists).
Nevertheless, Melkman technique is not dynamic and does not support the deletions and insertions of points at the same time. To correct this weakness, we first perform a greedy method that computes a subsequence of (p i ) 1≤i≤n , (p si ) 1≤i≤u , which verifies s i+1 = Ω V (s i ). We only add successive points of the polygonal chain in the current convex hull and check its vertical thickness. When the thickness is greater than , we reinitialize the current hull and append the previous inserted points to the subsequence. Using the next lemma, we can obtain the remaining unknown Ω V values: At each step, we work with two successive convex hulls associated to the sequence (p si ) 1≤i≤u . Let a,b,c,k denote s i , s i+1 ,s i+2 and c − a. We compute the convex hull CH Decr of the points p a , . . . , p b inserted in reverse order. Then we initialize the convex hull CH Incr with points p b , p b+1 . From CH Decr and CH Incr , we can obtain the convex hull of ζ b+1 a and check its vertical thickness. Thus we emulate the dynamic algorithm (4) by adding points in CH Incr (online Melkman technique) and by withdrawing points in CH Decr (using the history stack) in O(1) time. Nevertheless we have to compute the common tangents between these two hulls. We recall that the intersection of the convex hulls of two disjoints simple paths can only have at most two vertices of intersection. Because of these intersection points, we can compute the common tangents in O(log k) time with the Overmars and van Leeuwen algorithm for disjoints convex polygons [OL81] (using array representations). The principle of intersections computation consists in storing the upper and lower borders of the two hulls in interval trees, a complete description of this technique can be found in [GHS91] . We recall that insertion and deletion of intervals in such trees can be done in O(log k) time and that binary search queries such as finding the intersection with a line can be performed in O(log k) time. Thus, we withdraw v segments and append w segments to the current modified convex hull in O(log(v+w)) time. We check the possible intersections of the w new segments with the other hull in O(w log k). Since the number of added and deleted segments in both hulls are bounded by the total number of points, our method has a global cost of O(n log n) time and O(n) space. Additional information about dynamic interval tree can be found in [PS93].
Successor location
Introducing the problem. In order to efficiently compute successive potential sets, we take advantage of the following crucial property:
Proof: By definition of P HV ( ), a subchain ζ k i must have a horizontal or vertical thickness smaller than and all its points must be enclosed by p i and p k . Conversely, Ω V,H (i) ≥ k implies the existence of a stripe of vertical or horizontal thickness smaller than that covers the subchain ζ k i . This stripe allows to create a valid element of P HV ( ) by cutting it relative to p i and p k coordinates.
Because of Ω H and Ω V preprocessing, we immediately know the possible values of k when i is given. Thus we have to set up a convenient data structure which allows to efficiently check if p i , p k are on both ends.
The monotonicity trees Let − → T V (resp. ← − T V ) denote the right (resp. left) oriented x-monotonicity tree. We define these trees as follows: their nodes correspond to each point of (p i ) 1≤i≤n and the parent of a node p u is the first point in the sequence (p i ) u≤i≤n which abscissa is smaller than or equal to (resp. greater than or equal to) the abscissa of p u . Because of the following algorithm, we can build
W P = ∅; i = 1; while(i ≤ n) while (p i .X ≥ W P.LAST.X) { P t = W P.P OP ; P t.P arent = p i ; } W P.P U SH(p i ); Fig. 13 . A simple polygonal chain and its right oriented x-monotonicity tree.
W P is a LIFO stack in which we collect nodes that are Waiting for their Parent. If the current point p i has an abscissa smaller than the last inserted point in the stack denoted by p L (W P.LAST ), then p i is pushed into the stack. This implies that points in W P are always stored in decreasing abscissa. Otherwise, p i is the first encountered points after p L , with a greater abscissa. By definition, p i is the parent of P L . For convenience, we may create a point p n+1 of abscissa equal to +∞; under this assumption, p n+1 is the root of the tree and all nodes have their parents defined. We present the transformation of a simple chain (13.a) into − → T V . The points ordinates are unused and nodes may be represented by these coordinates: (X i , i) 1≤i≤n (13.b). Using the previous algorithm, we obtain the corresponding tree (13.c). We leave it to the reader to generalize this definition to y-monotone trees.
Result. These data structures allows to process conditions in Property 1 by considering four cases relative to P + V , P − V , P + H and P − H . We present in Figure  14 an example relative to the P + V case. If p i = p 4 , its parent in ← − T V is p n+1 , so all the ancestors of p 4 , namely p 5 and p 8 , are candidates for an edge in the graph of simplification. We only need to check the thickness of the corresponding parallelograms. Point p 3 cannot create any edge relative to P + V configuration because its parent in ← − T V is p 4 .
Query managing
Determining Π l+1 . Without loss of generality, we only present the P + V case. Thus, using the previous notation, Property 1 becomes:
Property 2. The subchain ζ k i can be covered with an element of P
Assume we have already computed Π l , we look for all its successors in the graph of simplification. In order to efficiently determine these points, we use Property 2 but when a point p k is located in Π l+1 , we do not want to process any other edges p u p k in order to avoid an O(n 2 ) overhead. This allows to bound the amount of operations by n. For this purpose, we have to use an advanced data structure to dynamically disable points in − → T V . This problem is equivalent to the marked ancestor problem (see [AHR98] ) which consists in returning the first non-marked ancestor in a tree. To "switch-off" points we only need the unmark operation (we suppose that all points are marked at the beginning). Therefore we are faced to a weaker problem based on on-line decremental connectivity in trees [GT85] . Notice that the recent method described in [ASS97] guarantees a linear time complexity proportional to the size of the tree and to the number of unmarked nodes. So, when a point is found in Π l+1 , we unmark its associated node in O(1) time. The parent and each ancestor of a given node are located in O(1) time. Thus the query that finds each successor of Π l has a θ(n) = O(1) time complexity.
Data cooperation Notice that in the previously presented case, − → T V is a dynamic data structure when ← − T V is static. Thus each routine relative to the different cases must have its own private copy of the dynamic tree. For presentation convenience, we choose to separately process each of the fours cases:
and P − H , using an independent routine (optimizations are possible). Results may be in conflict with each other. Indeed, the core of our method consists in only processing one predecessor per point. Nevertheless we do it one time per configuration. So to make results cooperate, we only have to notice that the potential of a point corresponds to the minimum of these computed values. We create an array denoted by located[] in which the element of index u is marked when the point p u is located for the first time (which corresponds to the minimum potential, see Fig. 16 ). We use another array, denoted by pred[] to store the indexes of the corresponding predecessors used to retrieve the shortest path. We hereafter present the P + V routine:
Conclusion
The resulting Bellman shortest path algorithm and most of the preprocessing steps have of total complexity of O(n). Nevertheless the thickness preprocessing step implies an O(n log n) time complexity. We now have an algorithm which corresponds to the previously required quality criterion. See Figure 15 for an example. Other efficient methods are unable to provide the optimum or do not select input points. The algorithms that compute the best approximation are at least quadratic and may not fit to the input polygonal chain. Fig. 15 . Result of the modified minimum width criterion. Fig. 16 . Cooperation between results provided by the four cases.
Using this method, we may use all the topological improvements of the Douglas-Peucker algorithm. Indeed, if a segment p i p j is selected for the approximation, the points p i and p j are located on the border of the convex hull of p i , . . . , p j . So any improvement available for this heuristic is usable by our algorithm.
Even if our technique has many advantages, its approximation criterion may be too restrictive. In order to compete with earlier methods, we have to relax the condition that forces approximation points to lie on P HV ends. We recall that this condition is requested by the Minimum Height criterion (see Fig. 3 ). For instance, Segment Distance criterion allows the chain to turn around the points of approximation. Thus we authorize the points of approximation to be at most far away from the ends of P V (resp. P H ) using the horizontal (resp. vertical) distance (see Figure 17) . We now upgrade the previous algorithm to obtain the desired approximation. We hereafter present the P + H configuration. This improvement is sufficient for our purpose and only requires a preprocessing that computes all Lef tCut(i) values. For this purpose, we perform a depth-first traversal in ← − T V and store the set of ancestors of the current node p u using an array representation. As seen in Section 4.3, the points abscissas in the array are sorted in increasing order. So by a dichotomic search, we obtain in O(n log n) time the sequence Lef tCut(i) 1≤i≤n .
The right case
Efficient location. Let p i p k denote an edge linked to a P + V parallelogram in the graph of simplification. This time, we cannot directly locate this type of edges because their existence depends on the right end of the parallelograms. Notice that P + V parallelograms which have no points of ζ k i on their both ends can be overlooked. Indeed using such an element, we only have to move nearer its two vertical sides to obtain a parallelogram which allows to locate at least the same nodes in the worst case. Thus for all P + V parallelograms that cover the subchain ζ Lemma 7. For a given p i , p i p k is an authorized edge by P
Therefore we can efficiently locate possible points p k . For this purpose a rectangular range query of the form [i, min(Lef tCut( Fig. 18 ) is performed. Unfortunately, the corresponding data structure used to solve such query, namely the range tree, involves an O(n log 2 n) overhead and the most efficient data structure described in [Chz90a, Chz90b] entails a logarithmic behavior but has no more a linear space complexity. To bypass this difficulty, notice that between two consecutive ancestors of p i in − → T V denoted by p a and p a , there is no point on ζ a a whose abscissa is greater than the abscissa of p a by definition of − → T V . Therefore we can transform our previous rectangular range query into the following form:
We can also use a simpler data structure namely a priority search queue denoted by − → Q . Thus we can compute our answer in O(log n+q) time where q is the number of located points. Moreover this structure supports deletion in O(log n) time.
Query managing. This time, a node p α k i in − → T V is unmarked as soon as it can not produce any additional returns p k relative to any point
, all the possible returns of p α k i are found by the corresponding query and we can unmark it. Note that this remark is obvious because in this case, the corresponding request in − → Q is not dependent on i (see Fig. 18 ). Nevertheless when
, some returns may not been used because, Ω V (i) and Lef tCut(p i ) may limit the result. Thus we cannot unmark p α k i in such a situation.
Query complexity. Using the previous condition which allows to unmark nodes, we may have a non-linear number of queries. In the previous first case, when a node is unmarked, it will not involve any other query in − → Q . Surviving nodes of the second case may entail an overhead. But notice that, for a given p i , there is only at most one node in this case, because this is the ancestor whose index is maximal and bounded by min(Lef tCut(p i ), Ω(i)). So the total number of query is bounded by the size of − → T V (first case) and by the number of points (p i ) 1≤i≤n (second case). Since a point returned by a query in − → Q is immediately suppressed, the total size of the answers is bounded by n. From the complexity inherent to the priority search queue query: O(log n + q) and deletion O(log n), we can conclude that our method has an O(n log n) time O(n) space overall complexity. Relative to this enhanced version, θ(n) is also equal to O(log n). 
6 Conclusion
In this paper, we first survey most of the two-dimensional techniques for the min-# problem and present their respective qualities and drawbacks. Then we propose a new approximation criterion based on a Digital Geometry object: the digital line. This links the min-# problem to an optimal solution when we want to render a shrunk polygonal chain. Indeed, the drawn approximation is at most one pixel away from the scaled original chain and thus the result quality is known to be equivalent to any other method in this situation. Nevertheless the chosen shapes of approximation, namely the P HV parallelograms, imply that the thickness (relative to the rotating caliper definition) of a subchain ζ k i is linked to the parallelogram axis. This may be embarrassing relative to other approximation criteria such as the Segment Distance criterion because they compute the exact thickness value. However since we want to approximate an object, change is the intrinsic consequence of the process and the main purpose we want to reach is the control of the approximation behavior.
The used data structures are quite simple and common in the computational geometry field. Indeed, the core of our method is based on the interval tree and the priority search queue which involve an O(n log n) time complexity. Both structures require a preprocessing that sorts points relative to their abscissas and ordinates. So sorting all the points at the beginning may be useful for all following processings. The first unmarked ancestor problem is also a crucial technique of our development, his cost remains linear and recent work in [ASS97] describes its implementation as quite simple. The monotonicity tree which has been presented in this paper, remains an interesting and basic data structure.
Our method enrols itself as a competitor of Imai Iri graph method approach. It guarantees optimality and uniqueness. It selects input points and the resulting polygonal chain fits the original chain. Such ability was only previously reached by the Segment Distance Criterion and the graph compression technique. Nevertheless the first method has a quadratic overhead and the second suffers from a quite intricate and costly preprocessing phase. The complexity of our method is equivalent to the algorithms which select points in the neighborhood of the input polygonal chain and to the heuristics such as Douglas-Peucker technique. Thus our method proposes all the main advantages of the previously existing techniques and offers an O(n log n) time and an O(n) space complexity.
